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Ansrnecr

The present paper is an attempt to investigate possible forms of
injected current leading to some plausible membrane potential in
electrical activities of a nervous system. The results have been dis-
cussed with the help of tables and graphs.

1. Introduction

In studies of nerve dynamics Hodgkin-Huxley equations play an
important role in describing the behaviour, particularly the electrical
properties" There have been some studies on thc excitation and
propagation of axon potentials under a wide range of experimental
conditions vide, Holden.l The present author, Ghoshe has also studied
time-dependent membrane potential responses of a non-myelinated fibre
due to a step-type injected current. The experimental findings vide,
Holdenl suggests the spontaneous activity of a class of neural models
in which the threshold is an explicit function of time. The present
paper is an attempt to consider some characteristic features of injected
current leading to a variety of time-dependent membrane potential.
While the choice of the first two time-dependent forms are experimen-
tally realistic, it has been explored whether the third form is physically
plausible or, otherwise. The physiological implications have also been
mentioned.

2. Statement of the problem, Fundamental equations, Initial and
Boundary conditions

Our problem is to investigate the characteristics of injected current
through a non-myelinated fibre where the membrane potential is in the
form of known function of time.

Let us consider a non-myelinated axon in which a current 1 is to
be injected so that the responses owing to a membrane poteutial which
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decays after an action potentiai at time t:0, with a time-course

lgiven by,

v^(x, t) : $' *{{r)... "'(A)

and so V^->K as /--+dr where K is a constairt and V,* is the
membrane potential. and the axon is thought of as being cut into

cylindrical segments x and X:I, ,i is the axonal space constant,

T:t-, The rnodel proposed in (A) is akin to the kind of threshold
rl

which Hagiwara' proposes so as to account for arnphibian muscle

spindle discharge and also to its subsequent niodifications by Ten

Hoopen.l

The second type of response owing to membrane potentiai decreases

hyperbolically with time in the form given by,

V.-(x- t\:4......(B\
T

where K, X, T represent tire sarne parameters as mentioned above.

One may however easily obtain (r) by expanding (l) with the value

of x sufficiently small. This model is in keeping with a model

proposed by Buller. Nicholly and Storm.u

Further in earlier communication Ghosh', an attempt has been

rnade to investigate time-depcndent rnemLrrane potential responses of
a non-mvelinated fibre owing to a step-type injected current and it has

been found that the membrane potential does not exhibit a linear

profile but the steadiaess ( in increase ) in the behaviour of potential

is maintained and it was also found that even in the small range of
time-intervals, one can distinguish a perceptible grorvth beyond initial
point and an almost uniform pattern at the other end. In this present

paper, we consider an opposite situation in which an injected current

increases quite uniformly and this steadiness ( in increase ) is main-

tained throughout the interval of time under consideration resulting in
a membrane potential in the form of a Gamma function given by,

t.-t I KT\

V,,,(x, t1:Krtl ''-';:-:;r- -'l
where

f(&: f yt'texp{*x)dx, ft}O
0
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with an order K:2 and also { is set to unity.
r

In particular, when K:1, the Gamma distribution gives a Poisson

distribution and when K is large then Gamma distribution tends to a
Gaussian distribution. Further, it may be pointed out that the Poisson

distribution arises when lhe probabitity of an impulse occuring in a

short time is constant, vide Holden.l The models generating Gamma

distribution and Gaussian distribution are discussed by Holden.l
From this point of view it is quite worthwhile to investigate the nature

of the current so as to get a membrane potential of the form of
Gamma distribution.

Let the current along the interior cell is ,tr, through the membrane
j* and the current in the extracellular fluid be7n. The axon is thought
of as being cut into cylindrical segments of length x.

We can write the differential equations for current and potential
6v^u" "#- -rsio........(1), where vo is the exterior potential, ro is the

ECF resistance/unit length, and *: -roio ... ... (2), i denotes the
ox

interior variable. The total current flow is i:io+it and the membrane

potential is I--lr, *Yo.

By continuity of current ( Kirchoff's law ), the membrane current
j^ (per unit length of axon ) is, given by,

JJ

i...: _aio_AiorI'L 0x- Ax

Substracting (1) from (2), we get

0h dln 6v*
ai_E:-ar: -t.tJt*foJo

... (3)

...(4)

...(5)

: -(ro+rili+ro(jo+ji)
: -(rr +r)jt*roj

DifferentiatinC (4) and using the fact that #:o we set,

or, by equation (3),

u.;r;= _(rt+rJai;

fu:On*re)im
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The membrane current has two components, one is the displacement
current t":"^(1#) that charges the membrane capacitor and the

second is the ionic current inr*-(Vry:!d, where Zn is the resting

potential. Thus we h,ave, j,n:C,"U*.'*
Equations (5) and (6) may be combined into one equation for

9 up - c *<,r * ro)'+ . (r#)tr*- r, g

The axonal space constant is defined by Lr:G# 
D where r,, is the

nodal resistance. The membrane time constant is r,n:r,,og"n:R^C,,,
where R,, is the specific nodal resistance and c,,, is the nodal capacity.
The deviation of V.,,,(x,t) from Za is V]*@,i):V*(x, t)_Vn. So
equation (7) may be rewritten as,

), Y#-V,,:r^?-vt, ... (8)

3. Solution

In steady state, the current supplied axon
been on for a sufficiently long time, as V-,,, has

Thus, takin t (*):0, which will be true

capacity is charged and no displacement current
(8) becomes, wirh Lt fi*1x, t1-V*,r

t---><,

L, d'TL,- 
-V -dx" ' /, ss

which has the general solution given by,

v,0,,: A, e xp (11 + d,,.o (- \)
The determination of constants in equation (10) requires the specifica-
tion of boundary conditions onV*r,<*). For this particular problem asx-)!<, Z-r" must remain finite. It is further required thit V*r" be
continuous at x:0. These criteria applied to equation (10) give with
A1o Ar: l,

Vr,rrr-A"rp(-P) ...(11)

... (6)

... (7)

via microelectrode has

reached a steady value.

when the membrane

is flowing. Equation

...(e)

...(10)

.*..-
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The constant A in equation (11) is to be determined.

Toc
We know that, current I:li*@)dx:z[i^(x)dx, by deflnition and

symmetry. . _
) P:!, d*- 2A

From equations (5) and (11), I:--neu\, \rrr, .- ro+ri J axz ){ro*rt)

Therefore, A=!4!:e!!7) ...(13)
2

so, T*,,(*):(b*I ,*p (-+)
Thus equation (14) may be rewritten as,

V*rr(x):IR" r*p( +)
which is a form of Ohm's law.

To determine the injected current .I when the potential Z* is either

an exponential function or, a hyperbolic function or, a Gamma distri-
bution function of x and t.

We make two transformations of the independent variables in
equation (8).

First we define two new dimensionless independent variables

by X-! and I:1. With these new variables, equation (8) may be'/1 I
written as,

A'V* u -Al^A.r - Y*:# ... (16)

Secondly, we transfor* 
1. 

dependent variable by,

U:V* exp (T)

Thus, V*:(J exp (-n, ?k:# exp (-r) and

?#{(#- ulexpezr (17)

So equration (16) becomes,

AzU AU
"-;:Td ...(i8)ox. ot

...(14)

...(1s)
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To solve equation (16) or equation (18), boundaryr initial and
continuity conditions must be specified. These are

lim V*(x,l):0 : T*(x, t):g for- * <r<0 and V^126, r) is continuous
X---> c

at x:0 respectively.

Taking Laplace transform of equation (18) w.r.t. 7, we get,

d2u
i;r:SU -U(T:O):$$

where

LLU(X, T)1:U(X, S)

The solution of equation (19) may be written as,

U(X- S\:IAfxp( Jix)*A,exp(- Jix), x(0
lB,exp( J{flyB,exp(* Jsrl x}0

The boundary conditions imply tbat Ar:Br:0 while the

conditions imply lr: Bz:A.
Thus equation (20) reduces to

U(x,s)__Aexp(_ r/sx)

To determine the constant l, proceeding as before, we use

':#.,j'#'.
G

or, rexp(r)=L)S #0.
Taking Laplace transform of equation (23) we get,

b24 JiG-r)
l,(r o * r;)

rherefore, 
^: ##fi)

So, utx, i:UQ-o;iJ.),*p(- V;l[l{gf- #*}-+]
Again, Vn,(x, t):(t(x, tSe-T

...(1e)

...(20)

continuity

... (21)

... (22)

...(23)

i _ __ _ I
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To obtain the inverse transform, we know that,

r-, 
l, 

v91,F \:' 
* 
::-j +lr - e rr (#**n)]*rr r =,r

uoa r-,|4#ori:#,*(-#)
where the error function erf(z) is defined by,

z

erfz: L- l"*Pt-,,.2)da" ./" I
Taking Inverse Laplace transfornt we get,

u(x, r)- l!9*tf|l -,,f(#- /f)) exp (r - x)

- {, -',r (#r+ vz)} exp(r + x\

We know that, U:V* exp (T)

rhererore, v,.(x, q:ei@[{rrrf(fi-- /. )} exp (-x)

-l-*rffi+ rr)) *r t'r] "' (24)

Case 1: Let us consider the responses owing to a membrane poten-

tial whicb is of the from V*(x, t)-k *o GL) (A)

and so V^-+ K as ,-+ 6 , where K is a constant.

Substituting (/) in equation (24) we get,

K *e G) -4ryri tt 
r - *r(fu-,F)\*t t-.)

l-*rff**+vr )) exp @)f

rhererore;, -zrgffpl| - *r (# -,{r)} exp (- x)

-{r-,,4fir. /r)} exp @1f ' ... (r)
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Case II : We consider responses owing to a membrane potential
given by,

tt,,(x, )*ff ... (B)

Substituting (B) in equation (24) we get,

ff:!w+')l\'-"t(#- '/i)\ "*t r**t

-{r-,,rffi* vr)} exp @)f

rhererore, r: ##,!t -,u (#- /r)) exp (- x)

-{ r,,tffi a r,r)},*r,l] ... trrl
Let us suppose that the membrane potential defined by equation

(C), as given below, with an order K:2 and { of .q.rution (C) are

set to unity.

v,,(x, t):\:r-".p (-ff) ... (c)
{t f (k)

where 
"(&j 

Xk'L exp (-x)dx, .K>o

To discuss the form of injected current for this model, we

stitute (C) in equation (24).

f ::' ;#):r!(, 01!tl{r -,,r (#,r r-,J 
r)\,.p r - *1

- { 
r -,,r (#*,J r)},w{.)f

sub-

Therefore,

r:?{::ffi, r!l{, -,,r (#, - x/ r) e x p ( - x)p f (K)1(ro-1-vu1

- {r - erf (rfi+"r r)\,*p1*yf,-' ... (IID

..-.",..---"".......fr,. i.
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4. Discussions

We can now turn to discuss on the results arrived in the fore-
going sections. To get at the interpretation, we use tables and graphs

based on the data applied to the above results. The tables with x-0'1
for the three cases are given below ;

Table for case I :

39

, lo.r 10, 103 l0'4 10, ioe lo'z l.t lo'r lro ]r'r lrz

Table for equation IIII):

0't 0"2 0'3 0'4 0'5 o'o 
I 

o'z

'assl't ez

o'slo'rlr'o
] 
r'r 

I 
r'z

'e12 
I 
r'06 {1rz+tl r ++lt't e+I.c, .465 '555

The unwidely character of computations, inevitably restricts the analysis

to small ranges of time-interval. The graphs, it may be remarked

brings out the characteristics of the injected current more pronouncedly

than the table.

Graph (1) shows that, with the onset and for lower ranges of
values of times, / decreases quite appreciably for some time and is

followed by a uniform behaviour for a certain interval of tirae and

then follows the increase with time. It must be pointed out that, 1

decreases more rapidly than that increases for higher range of
values of ,.

Graph (2) shows that while .1 decreases for lower range of values

of /, it soon becomes almost uniform.

The third graph, contrary to the above two graphs, shows a steady

rate of increase of 1 with time. Thus in order to have a distribution

of injected current which shows a steady increase, one may have the

distribution of the membrane potential in the form of a Gamma

'18 '27 '37

Table for case II :

r* r 
I 
s.:s z'ztlz'ztslz'sa z'arlz'z+2'is 23A 2'52

, lor lo, lo: io'+ lo', lo'o ]o'z l.t loe I ro lr'r lrz
r*rlr'szl'a:+l'ss l'+r i ,, 1':: l'rr l'r, i':zs]':+ l':e

.4t
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distribution. In the particular and limiting cases the Gamma distri-
bution being reduced to Poission or Gaussian distribution. It is likely
that a discrete or, a fairly random form of membrane potential may
result out of an injected current with the above characteristics.

From the physiological standpoint the first two models may account
for the bio-mechanical behaviour resulting from dynamical processes

involving electrical activity in which membrane potential responses are
emitted.

I wish to thank Dr. D. K. Sinha of Jadavpur University for his
valuable advice.
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